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Obedience at Work
Order vs. Chaos

If no one obeyed traffic laws, the resulting chaos would endanger everyone. If the
people of a workplace, home, or community reject proper order and authority, their
lives quickly degenerate into a cycle of manipulation and conflict.
Obedience to ethical standards and to proper
authority is foundational to ordered and safe
communities and workplaces.

Five Keys
1. Get Full Instructions
Clarify instructions if you do not understand what
to do. Doing things right the first time will save
time, energy, and frustration.
2. Have a Good Attitude
Attitude makes a big difference in the way others
respond and in your effectiveness. Adjust your
attitude, and do your best, even when faced with
unpleasant jobs.
3. Act Immediately
When instructed to do something, begin thinking
about how you can follow through. Do not put
things off until later.
4. Go the Extra Mile
Discern what your authority’s goals are, and go
beyond minimum requirements. Remember, “A
good man goes one mile; a great man goes two;
the hero forgets to count.”
5. Follow the Rules
If asked to do something wrong, look for creative
alternatives that will achieve your authority’s
goals without violating ethical principles.

Obedience involves following instructions because you understand and respect the
principle of authority.
Obedience becomes frustrating and difficult when leaders do not explain their
reasons, when rules appear inconsistent, or when leaders use their positions for
their own advantage. But an obedient person still has a personal commitment to
honor authorities, even flawed authorities.

You can contribute to better relationships, a more constructive workplace, and a
stronger community by respecting your authorities and exercising proper leadership
in your areas of responsibility.

Role of Leadership

Obedience involves relationships and mutual respect up and down the chain of
responsibility. Leaders must fulfill their responsibility to lead and protect those
under authority. Those under authority must take responsibility to fulfill the roles
assigned to them.
Consider the following causes for human failure. How can you prevent them in
your workplace?
1. Standards Failure = Standards are unclear,
impractical, or nonexistent.
2. Training Failure = Standards exist but are
not known.

3. Leadership Failure = Standards are known,
but are not enforced.
4. Individual Failure = Standards are known,
but are not followed.

Discussion Starters
1. How does obedience to rules, regulations, or instructions protect you?
2. How have you or someone else respectfully clarified instructions? How would
you do it next time?
3. How can you maintain a good attitude, even while doing an unpleasant task?
4. How could you “go the extra mile” this week?
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Dynamic Obedience
When Dorchester County Sheriff Ray Nash took
office in January 1997, he immediately began
integrating officer character training with
community policing efforts.

Nash organizes the training around key
concepts, called dynamics. When he presents
the dynamic of character, Nash describes a
close connection between individual integrity, professional excellence, and peaceful
communities. The dynamics of authority and
restoration address the relationships between
authorities and those under authority.
Nash founded the Police Dynamics Institute
in order to share his agency’s methods with
other agencies. He recently responded to the
following questions.

Character First!: Many think of obedience as
subordinates taking orders from superiors, but
you also discuss how someone under authority
should appeal a wrong decision. How does
this kind of interaction work in practice?

Sheriff Ray Nash: …In order to
make an appeal in court, there
Ray Nash giving Police Dynamics training
must be constitutional or procedural grounds. Otherwise there
is no basis for the appeal…. In fact, the char- side of its jurisdiction gives up its right to
acter test for obedience is often found in impose obligation!
your willingness to follow directions that ...In accomplishing the mission of the Sheryou disagree with.
iff’s Office, we try to respect the other jurisIn a character-based organization, “grounds”
fall into two categories: ethical violations or
additional information. If your authority
instructs you to violate a clearly defined
ethical or legal standard, you have grounds
to make an appeal.

More often… you have additional information
that may influence your authority’s decision.
In this case, you have grounds to bring this
information to their attention. Examples could
be pointing out a consequence of the decision
that your supervisor may not have considered.
Or, it could be informing them of a prior
conflicting instruction that you had received
from another supervisor.
CF: What are some other structures of authority
in the community, and how have you cooperated
with these other jurisdictions as Sheriff of
Dorchester County?

Nash: In teaching the principle of operating
under authority, we identify two important
definitions: 1) authority is the right to impose
Recognizing officers for character
obligation on the time and resources of others, and 2) jurisdiction is a
limitation on that right.
And two important maxDiscussion Starters
ims: 1) All human authority is delegated authority,
5. Who sets a good example of respectful interaction
and 2) submission to auwith authority in your workplace?
thority is always volun6. How do relationships up and down the chain of comtary….
mand influence trust, cooperation, and obedience?
In any situation, you
7. How do you distinguish between the “spirit” and the
must determine whose
authority you are subject
“letter” of a law?
to and what jurisdictions
8. When have you had difficulty obeying? How did you
limit them—because an
handle the situation? What would you do differently
authority operating outnext time?

dictions and obtain their cooperation. We
frequently work with churches, civic groups,
home owners associations, and businesses to
enlist their aid in fighting crime and
strengthening families….

CF: …How has your character emphasis given
you opportunities to build trust and communication within your organization?

Nash: Character is all about building relationships. And powerful trust-based relationships are the key to true success. By
emphasizing character-based principles
throughout our organization, we are more
attuned to the danger signs of conflicts, personal crises, and character failures.

This does not mean that we are immune to
these problems by any stretch…. But it does
mean that we have an effective system in
place to deal with them. And, hopefully, it
will alert us more often to situations before
they result in a tragedy such as the one we
experienced in 1989 with the murder-suicide
involving my officer.

The principles of good character fuel trustbased relationships by their very nature. We
have seen dramatic results in so many areas
it is hard to list them. But I either directly or
indirectly attribute our success to our character initiative….
By building relationships and coalitions
within our troubled neighborhoods, we saw
crime in our county drop by 32% in the first
three years! And not only that, it stayed
there. We currently enjoy a violent crime rate
that is over 30% below our state average and
50% lower than some of our surrounding jurisdictions…. n

Read more questions and answers with Sheriff Nash at members.characterfirst.com.
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Obedience for Life

Obedience for Life
Understand Authority

Make an Appeal

Sometimes authorities give conflicting
direction. Sometimes instructions are
impossible to
fulfill because
of sickness or
injury. Sometimes they
contradict
policy or
ethical standards.
These
situations
require a wise appeal.

1. Establish good standing. If you are known
as a “malcontent,” your appeal might fall
on deaf ears. Establish a track record of
obedience before problems arise.

2. Weigh your motives. Do not try to avoid
responsibility.

3. Time your appeal. Avoid discussing serious
matters when others are pre-occupied.
4. Give accurate information. Honesty is the
best policy. Do not hide or skew facts in
order to strengthen your argument.
5. Choose words carefully. Show honor by
using respectful words and tone.
6. Prepare your response. If your appeal is
rejected and the issue is important
enough, take steps to appeal to a higher
authority. Otherwise, find a way to
endure the inconvenience and respond
constructively to the final decision.

CHARACTER FIRST!

®

For resources and training, contact:
Character Training Institute
520 West Main Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
405.815.0001
www.characterfirst.com
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Structures of authority exist at home, at school,
at work, in government, and throughout life.
Everyone functions under authority and has
responsibilities to fulfill.
Accept Your Role
With greater authority comes greater responsibility. Parents
must love and care for their children. Children ought to honor
and obey parents. Citizens must obey the law and respect
officers of the law. Government officials should treat others
justly and obey the law themselves. Good leaders give direction,
correction, and protection to those under their care.
See the Benefits
Children who learn to honor and work with their parents will gain
skills and experience that can later help them relate to employers
and other authority figures. Learning how to function under
authority also prepares a person for leadership, helping him or her
understand those under authority and establishing moral credibility.
Someone who cannot work to make a leader successful will not care
enough about others to help his or her team succeed.
Build Relationships
A good leader builds relationships, communicates
expectations, and encourages personal development
in those under his or her authority. A leader’s goal
should be not to dominate others but to help others
make wise decisions themselves.

Umbrellas only help when
you stay under their
protection. Respect those in
authority over you, and
learn to function within the
structures of authority.

Discussion Starters
9. Where do you fit in the authority structure of your community and family?
How should you fulfill your responsibilities?
10. Knowing how to appeal improves communication and helps resolve
differences. How can you apply these principles at home? How could
these principles help you at work?
11. Who is a good example of obedience? How can you show appreciation
to him or her?
Person: ____________________________
What he/she did: _______________________________________________
The benefits: ____________________________________________________
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